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Who we are
HTS TENTIQ creates space for great things – in line with 
our belief that there is an ideal space solution for every 
sector and every application. We have occupied a lead-
ing position for more than 20 years with our expertise in 
development, manufacturing, quality, selection, technolo-
gy, customer service and innovation made in Germany. We 
create temporary and innovative space solutions for your 
future projects within the shortest possible time window.

Our multifaceted offerings leave nothing to be desired. 
Whether bespoke designs or sector-specific solutions, we 
implement all requirements rapidly and seamlessly thanks 
to our comprehensive technical expertise. Continuous 
product development, flexibility, quality, sustainability and 
reliability are the preconditions enabling us to serve our 
customers with best-in-class products in the sector and to 
deliver premium service worldwide. HTS TENTIQ not only 
creates space, however – it also adds value. To this end, we 
always keep the bigger picture in mind – our environment 
is just as important to us as our employees and fellow hu-
man beings. Benefit from our many years of experience:
Our highly qualified team will advise you extensively, 
competently, with a strong focus on ensuring that you are 
equipped with a building system perfectly suited to your 
requirements.
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Manhattan  
product line

Single- or multi-level space solutions for events 
in the hospitality business. Equipped with 
high-quality Avantgarde glass or insulated 
sandwich facades, these structures present an 
exterior polished right down to the finest detail. 
The design is characterised by innovation and 
quality – all systems can be individually con-
figured. Our innovative Manhattan product line 
combines a stunning look with supreme func-
tionality, offering the perfect solution for short- 
and long-term usage. HTS TENTIQ is a pioneer 
in these tent structures which are highly ac-
claimed all over the world.

Manhattan single-level
Spacious, single-level event building with flat roof and attica. Extendable in 5 m increments.

   Standard models available in widths of 10.00 m to 30.00 m 

   4.00 m and 6.00 m side heights

   Frame 300/122/4,7/8 mm (4-channel)

Manhattan multi-level
Spacious, multi-level event building with flat roof. Extendable in 5 m increments.

  Standard models available in widths of 10.00 m to 30.00 m

   8.00 m side height

   Frame 300/122/4,7/8 mm (4-channel)
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Avantgarde windows 2.5 x 1.0 m
 with clear glass

Avantgarde windows 2.5 x 2.0 m
 with clear glass

Sandwich panels with
 aluminium frame

Avantgarde windows with 
2.5 x 1.0 m with clear glass

Door 
header

Avantgarde windows 
with turn/tilt function

Avantgarde 
windows with turn/
tilt function

Single
door Double

door

Sliding door 2.44 x 2.25 m 
(1 fixed and 1 sliding element)

Canopy 
(powder coated)

Sandwich panels without
aluminium frame

Avantgarde windows
 2.5 x 2.0 m with

 tinted glass

Single-layer PVC roof

Sandwich panels

Attica with Alucubond 

Heating, ventilation, 
air conditioning

Transport racks for
all components

Rain gutter Portal beam

Thermo PVC roof

Transparent roof

Attica with cover

Specifications  
Manhattan single-level

Size table

Our innovative development in high-end 
design. The Manhattan system ushers in a 
new age in the field of temporary structures. 
Aesthetics meets functionality: Among other 
features, you can choose between insulated, 
multi-layer thermo roofs, vertically and 
horizontally aligned glass facades, single-leaf, 
double-leaf or sliding doors, decorative interior 
cladding, as well as lighting and floor systems. 
Our premium event buildings are perfectly 
designed, technically mature, individually con-
figurable, with efficient setup and dismantling.

Frames
The connecting parts of the frame are manufactured by HTS TENTIQ 
in Germany from a combination of high grade anodized aluminium and 
corrosive resistant galvanized steel.

Covers

Our covers are made of PVC which complies with international stan-
dards, including DIN 4102 B1, BS 5438 / 7837. The covers are manu-
factured in line with the latest guidelines, and are moisture repellent 
and anti-fungicide. The material in the standard version is white, flame 
retardant, and can be manufactured in translucent or opaque PVC.

Main features

Width 
m

Side height 
m

Bay distance 
m

Frame
 mm

10.00 4.00/ 6.00 5.00 300/122/4.7/8

15.00 4.00/ 6.00 5.00 300/122/4.7/8

20.00 4.00/ 6.00 5.00 300/122/4.7/8

25.00 4.00/ 6.00 5.00 300/122/4.7/8

30.00 4.00/ 6.00 5.00 300/122/4.7/8

Span width

10.00 m – 30.00 m

Length

Unlimited 5.00 m 
increments

Side height

4.00 m – 6.00 m

Ridge height 

4.63 m – 7.86 m

Specifications
   Unlimited expansion by adding modular extensions  

in 5.00 m increments

   Custom heights

   Precision manufactured components made of 
high-quality raw materials

   Upgrading thanks to customized equipment

   Attractive wall cladding with Avantgarde glass facade 
and Avantgarde insulated panels 

   Premium event buildings are manufactured in  
accordance with the German DIN EN 13782 standard to 
withstand wind loads of up to 102 km/h (0,50 kN/m²). 
Technical modifications for other regions of the world 
possible – please contact us.

   Roof type: A-frame in flat roof optics, with attica

   Insulated thermo roofing for extra energy efficiency

   Roof pitch 5–7°
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Avantgarde windows 2.5 x 2.0 m 
with clear glass

Avantgarde windows 2.5 x 2.0 m
 with clear glass

Sandwich panels with
 aluminium frame

Avantgarde windows 
2.5 x 1.0 m with tinted glass

Door 
header

Avantgarde windows 
with turn/tilt function 

Avantgarde 
windows with turn/
tilt function 

Single
door Double

door

Sliding door 2.44 x 2.25 m 
(1 fixed and 1 sliding element)

External staircase

Canopy 
(powder coated)

Sandwich panels without
 aluminium frame

Avantgarde windows 2.5 x 2.0 m
 with tinted glass

Single-layer PVC roof

Attica with Alucubond 

Heating, ventilation,
 air conditioning

Transport racks for
 all components

Recessed door
Transparent roof Thermo PVC roof

Attica with cover

Standard/
premium railings

Portal beam

Interior 
staircase

Specifications  
Manhattan multi-level

Perfect design, developed for highly efficient 
setup and dismantling, Manhattan multi-level 
is a unique solution for contemporary and 
high-profile events all over the world. Our 
premium event structures can be custom made 
in accordance with your wishes. Among other 
features, you can choose between insulated, 
multi-layer thermo roofs, vertically and hori-
zontally aligned glass facades, single-leaf, 
double-leaf or sliding doors, stairways indoor 
or outdoor, balustrades, decorative interior 
cladding, as well as lighting and floor systems.  
The wide range of accessories available at HTS 
TENTIQ allows you to modify and adjust the 
way the structure looks and its usability at 
any time.

Frames
The connecting parts of the frame are manufactured by HTS TENTIQ 
in Germany from a combination of high grade anodized aluminium and 
corrosive resistant galvanized steel.

Covers

Our covers are made of PVC which complies with international stan-
dards, including DIN 4102 B1, BS 5438 / 7837. The covers are manufac-
tured in accordance with the latest guidelines, are moisture repellent 
and anti-fungicide. In the standard version, the material is white, flame 
retardant, and can be manufactured from translucent or opaque PVC.

Size table

Span width

10.00 m – 30.00 m

Length

Unlimited 5.00 m 
increments

Side height

8.00 m  
(4.00 m + 4.00 m)

Ridge height 

Int.: 8.46 m – 9.34 m

 Ext.: 9.50 m

Main features

Specifications
   Unlimited expansion by adding modular extensions  

in 5.00 m increments

   Custom heights

   Precision manufactured components made of 
high-quality raw materials

   Upgrading thanks to customized equipment

   Attractive wall cladding with Avantgarde glass facade 
and Avantgarde insulated panels 

  Premium event structures are manufactured in  
 accordance with the German DIN EN 13782 standard 
 to withstand wind loads of up to 102 km/h (0,50 kN/ 
 m²). Technical modifications for other regions of the 
 world are possible – please contact us.

   Roof design: A-frame in flat roof optics, with attica

   Roof pitch 5–7°

Width 
m

Side height 
m

Bay distance 
m

Frame
 mm

10.00 8.00 5.00 300/122/4.7/8

15.00 8.00 5.00 300/122/4.7/8

20.00 8.00 5.00 300/122/4.7/8

25.00 8.00 5.00 300/122/4.7/8

30.00 8.00 5.00 300/122/4.7/8
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Type

Manhattan  
multi-level

Size

10.00 m x 10.00 m x 
7.00 m

Roof design

A-Frame in  
flat roof optics

Case study

Manhattan Office Cube 
in Kefenrod

Due to its expansion as a company, HTS  
TENTIQ urgently needed new space to house 
capacities. We opted for the Manhattan  
double-decker to create a prestigious centre 
ideal for welcoming visitors and holding  
meetings. The multi-level Office Cube is a 
prime example of the innovative, multi-faceted 
space solutions our company can offer. 

Requirements
HTS TENTIQ’s steady expansion resulted in a growing 
need for more space to house its workforce. The decision 
was taken to construct a new building for reception and 
meetings. COVID-19 and the associated regulations on 
social distancing made it necessary to create additional 
office space. This space was aimed at ensuring comfort  
for visitors while also presenting options for realizing  
HTS TENTIQ tent structures. 

Solution
Within the shortest time, we built a Manhattan multi-level 
structure perfectly suited to our needs, set up directly 
at the entrance to our premises. It provides two meeting 
rooms on the ground floor, each able to accommodate 
6–8 people, along with a reception area and utility room. 
The upper floor features a large room with enough space 
for around 15 people in compliance with social distancing 
rules. The large foyer is available for breaks during meet-
ings and light meals. All rooms are designed for comfort 
and well equipped for presentations with screens, lighting, 
along with heating and air conditioning.

Uses and benefits
The multi-level Manhattan structure has made a huge  
impression on customers and visitors alike – and our  
employees appreciate the new indoor possibilities for 
meetings. The Office Cube gives our customers an idea  
of the range covered by our tent systems. The building  
is an impressive example of a space solution which can  
be flexibly and cost effectively set up in the shortest 
space of time. 
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Requirements
Special requirements were placed on the exclusive event 
and hospitality lounge: The single-level bespoke premium 
event complex was designed to be highly functional and 
efficient to allow easy setup on site – with a flexible layout 
capable of being modified to suit the local environment. 
Enabling multiple installations under the most difficult 
conditions was also part of the requirements, as the racing 
series 2022 is to be held at six different locations. At 
present, Gruppo Peroni Eventi is Lamborghini’s exclusive 
partner and is renowned for its professional planning,  
design and management of premium events throughout 
the whole of Europe.

Type

Manhattan  
single-level

Size

Manhattan 1: 10.00 x 25.00 x 3.00 m

Manhattan 2: 10.00 x 15.00 x 3.00 m

Manhattan 3: 10.00 x 5.00 x 3.00 m

Roof design

A-Frame in  
flat roof optics

Case Study

Hospitality Lounge 
for Gruppo Peroni 
Eventi

Together with its Italian customer Gruppo  
Peroni Eventi, HTS TENTIQ developed a flexi-
ble, single-level premium event complex. The 
exclusive event and hospitality lounge provides 
a stylish backdrop for the Lamborghini Super 
Trofeo Europe 2022. The oldest Lamborghini 
Championship takes place in six events on  
Europe’s most famous racing tracks.

Solution
In using the high-class event buildings from the Manhattan 
product line, HTS TENTIQ exceeded the expectations of its 
Italian customer Gruppo Peroni Eventi. The single-level 
750m² premium space solution designed for modular 
combination provides sufficient room for high-end VIP 
hospitality on site. Facility options range from the lounge, 
service area, terraces and offices, right through to fully 
equipped kitchens. 

Uses and benefits
The Manhattan premium complex’s flexible and highly 
functional structure enables it to be customized and 
efficiently set up to suit the various venues. Moreover, the 
complex is designed to be extremely robust and to ac-
commodate multiple installations under the most difficult 
conditions. It can be extended to adjust to local conditions 
and future requirements.  
HTS TENTIQ performed impressively and has succeeded in 
creating a unique experience for VIP guests, racing teams 
and the employees or personnel of the Lamborghini brand.
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Requirements
The German Touring Car Masters (DTM) is one of the most 
prestigious international racing series. BMW is one of the 
participants in the series which is held annually, with nine 
races on eight different tracks in Germany, Austria and 
the Netherlands. BMW, one of Germany’s leading automo-
tive manufacturers, approached HTS TENTIQ with a brief 
of designing a Manhattan double decker building which 
reflected its premium brand at every race and could ac-
commodate all team members and VIP guests. The quick 
and resource-conserving setup and dismantling of the 
multi-level building was a decisive criterion, as specifica-
tions dictated that this process should take place smoothly 
every two weeks within a six-month period.

Solution
A Manhattan Double Decker was chosen which measured 
15.00 m wide, 25.00 m long, with an eave height of 8.60 m. 
This allowed enough space for a hospitality area and a 
lounge for the drivers. A balcony with a width of 2.50 m 
was added to the structure so the VIP guests could watch 
the race. A luxurious and unforgettable exterior finish en-
abled BMW to put clear blue water between itself and its 
competitors during the racing series.

Uses and benefits
HTS TENTIQ was awarded the contract as it was the only 
company able to design and manufacture a multi-level 
structure of this exceptional quality for a hospitality  
location. The project was a resounding success, and  
BMW is very happy with the solution.

Type

Manhattan  
multi-level

Size

10.00 m x 10.00 m x 
8.60 m

Roof design

A-Frame in  
flat roof optics

Case study

Manhattan Double 
Decker for BMW  
Hospitality Motorsport

Exceptional events require the right ambience: 
As one of the participants in the German 
Touring Car Masters (DTM), BMW opted for a 
generous multi-level Manhattan. For good rea-
son: The premium structure stood out visually 
against the competition and excelled in terms 
of its functionality and aesthetics.
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HTS TENTIQ GmbH
Hinter der Schlagmühle 1  
63699 Kefenrod 
Germany  

T +49 (0)60 49 - 95 10 0
verkauf@hts-tentiq.com
www.hts-tentiq.com


